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1. WM Description
Nowadays, the zebrafish (ZF) model is becoming more and more important in medical,
diagnosis, biotechnological, toxicological research areas. It has proven to be a powerful
research tool for genetics, developmental biology, toxicology, neuroscience, oncology, drug
discovery, cardiovascular disease and function, and many others. However, only few works has
been published related to zebrafish and electromagnetic field exposure.
ZF is genetically similar to humans and easier to house and care for than rodents. Externally
fertilized, zebrafish has around 200-300 offspring compared to the 5-10 obtained from
rodents. Zebrafish embryos (ZFe) grow and develop very quickly, and both embryo and larvae
are transparent, making them accessible to observation and manipulation at all stages of their
development facilitating experimental techniques.
Therefore, our proposal is to present the zebrafish as a powerful model for getting new
insights into the biological mechanisms underlying the interaction between the
electromagnetic field and the living organisms. Moreover, the zebrafish embryo model can
complement rodent or cell culture studies, making it an invaluable tool for risk assessment of
EMF as well as in this research network on biomedical applications of EMF.

2. Comprehensive review (state of the art)
A deeper understanding of the non-thermal biological effects resulting from human
exposition at (low level) electromagnetic fields (EMFs) regarding to the development of cancer
and non-cancer applications are the main objective of this Action. However, interaction
mechanisms are not well understood and the synergy of theoretical, in silico, in vitro, animal
and clinical studies, associating physics and engineering with medicine and biology, is essential
to achieve the goal. Then, from this synergy is also expected to get new insights into the
effects of human chronic exposure to EMFs.
Regarding to human health risk, the World Health Organization (WHO) pointed out in its
Research Agenda several recommendations about human exposure to extremely low
frequency and radiofrequency EMFs – respectively, in 2007 and 2010 [1, 2]-. WHO Research
Agendas recommended, with different priorities, the following studies:






effects of early-life and prenatal EMF (ELF and RF) exposures on development,
behavior and cognitive functions,
effects of RF exposure on ageing and neurodegenerative diseases,
development of an experimental animal model relevant to analyze the association of
EMF exposure with childhood leukaemia,
evaluation of co-carcinogenic effects of ELF fields,
effects of ELF magnetic field (MF) exposure on immune and haematopoiesis systems
on development in juvenile animals.

When these research needs cannot be achieved by means of human studies, animal models
are essential. Frequently, rodents have been used for assessing possible effects of EMF on
reproduction, development, cognitive functions, neurodegeneration and cancer, and also
rabbits, worms and flies [3]. Few works have paid attention to ZFe for risk assessment or
potential effects of EMF. These studies of EMFs (ELF-MF and RF) effects on several aspects of

reproduction and embryonic development suggest the ZFe as a reliable model to investigate
the biological effects of EMF [4 ].
The investigation of a huge number of disorders or diseases is being also studied with the
zebrafish model. For example, the zebrafish is becoming an increasingly popular model for the
investigation of Alzheimer. The zebrafish has complemented studies using other models,
helping to complete the understanding of the disease [5]. Many others diseases regarding to
possible innovative applications of EMFs in EMF-MED have been studied using the zebrafish
model:
1. Cancer issue [6-8]
2. Tissue regeneration [9]
3. Electric stimulation [10-13]
Dosimetric studies have also a critical role for designing and interpreting experimental studies.
Anatomically accurate whole body human models developed for dosimetric studies made
possible the risk assessment of human exposure to EMFs, including several gestational stages
[14-17]. Despite of the great potential and improvement of these human numerical models
[18], only animal studies make practical to perform experimental studies of pre- and post-natal
effects of EMF exposure on development, cognitive or other effects, thus demanding also
anatomical models for animals of experimentation. So, several rodents developed by IT’IS
Foundation –both male and female, pregnant females, rodents with tumors– have been used
for in vivo and dosimetry studies [19-21].
According to the advantages of the ZFe presented, we propose the development of a precise
numerical model of the zebrafish embryo that could provide a new way for studying the
interaction of EMF with living organisms: in vivo studies with the ZF embryo and the
assessment of dosimetric quantities, analysis of behavioral or cognitive patterns in adult
period of the ZF embryo exposed, as well as other relevant information related to other
diseases of interest and applications expected from EMF in the framework of this COST Action.

3. Gaps and challenges
The zebrafish embryo model is proposed as a potential “new model” for studying the
interaction of EMF with living organisms, which could provide new insights into risk
assessment for chronic human exposure to EMFs and into the evaluation of potential
biomedical applications of EMF. The synergy among interdisciplinary fields through the
Working Groups is needed.
Zebrafish embryo develops quickly and important biological changes occur only in 24 hours.
Then, the advantage of a fast development becomes a disadvantage when dielectric
characterization and/or numerical modelling of the embryogenesis is to be met. Then, one of
the challenges is to follow the rapid changes and/or establishing the dielectric characterization
of the valuable stages of development needed as accurately as possible.
The size of the ZFe is between 1 and 1.2 mm so numerical modelling must be supported for
structural models accordingly to the resolution needed.
Eventually, developing lab-on-a-chip devices for observing dielectric changes in ZFe exposed to
toxic agents or monitoring other parameters of interest regarding to diagnostic, drug
discovery, nanoparticle interaction, etc, represents an engineering challenge.

4. Objectives to be achieved
According to the proposal, the objectives to be achieved in this WM are:
1. Dielectric characterization of zebrafish embryo model:
 selecting the development stages of the ZFe of interest for an specified study
 measurement techniques:
electrokinetic techniques (EK), electrical impedance spectroscopy (EIS), electrical
impedance tomography (EIT)
2. Development of lab-on-a-chip devices for ZFe:
 detecting changes in dielectric properties during the ZFe development, after
exposition to physical/chemical agents
 array of sensors for high-throughput screening protocols with ZFe
 monitoring/imaging ZFe for studies of interest regarding to biomedical
applications
3. Development of numerical models of zebrafish embryo at selected stages:
 getting an accurate structural description and developing models of the EM
response both at low frequency and RF and microwaves.
4. Exploitation of the numerical model of the ZFe:
 interpretation and assessment of in vivo studies of exposed ZFe to EMFs
 studies of pre-natal and post-natal studies of EMF exposure through ZFe
 behavioral studies of adult ZFe exposed
 other applications regarding to expected applications suggested through EMFMED

5. Proposed research activities
Accordingly to the objectives the proposed research activities in this WM are:
1. Development of numerical models of zebrafish embryo
 Establishing the structural accurate models of the ZFe at selected stages, from
optical (…) or MR imaging techniques
 Developing multi-compartment dielectric models of the electromagnetic
behavior, using FEM, BEM or FDTD
2. Dielectric characterization of the zebrafish embryo model
 Experimental dielectric measurements:
Dielectric spectroscopy of zebrafish embryos suspensions, and individual ZFe at
frequencies ranging from kHz to GHz.
Electrorotation and dielectrophoresis of individual ZFe
Electrical tomography impedance of individual ZFe
 Obtaining the dielectric properties of ZFe through characterized structural model
and experimental measurements
3. Study of the potential effects of low level electromagnetic fields on the development
and physiology of zebrafish embryos and adults, regarding to risk assessment and/or

multiple beneficial applications of EMFs suggested within the framework of this EMFMED COST Action.



Effects from multiple-frequency EMF exposure
Effects from co-exposures of EMF and other physical and chemical agents
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